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Wollaston Township launches grocery delivery service to help prevent spread of COVID-19 

 

For those under quarantine or waiting-out a period of self-isolation, it is essential to stay home to stop the spread of COVID-19, so 

Wollaston Township is launching a grocery delivery program. 

 

Rolled-out as a harm-reduction strategy at a special meeting of Wollaston Council on April 9, the new program will provide a 

Municipal volunteer to pick-up groceries from a local store and do a porch-drop for those who cannot leave their homes.  

 

The quarantined/isolated individual is responsible for placing and paying for the grocery order, and contacting the Municipality to 

secure a delivery. A volunteer will be booked and then the volunteer will do a curbside pick-up and drop-off. Municipal staff will 

coordinate the program in partnership with local grocery stores who are currently offering this safer way to re-stock local shelves. 

 

Reeve Barbara Shaw says this is a creative solution to a real problem that the Township’s Emergency Control Group has identified. 

  

“We know that there are many residents and ratepayers in the community who will need to be in quarantine that don’t have anyone 

to help with grocery delivery,” Reeve Shaw explains. “As COVID-19 impacts our community more and more in the weeks ahead, 

supporting safe quarantine practices through the delivery of groceries is something that the Municipality can do to support the sick 

while keeping the entire community safe.” 

 

Reeve Shaw says the idea was pitched once the State of Local Emergency was declared because of the additional protections this 

offers volunteers. With confirmation from both Sayers Foods in Apsley and Foodland in Bancroft, those staying safely quarantined or 

isolated will be able to deal with the food provider of their choice. 

 

“This is new, this is creative and if we are successful, we can also expand this to support our local Foodbank,” Reeve Shaw notes.  

 

Wollaston Township has implemented other harm-reduction strategies in the past weeks including the closure of the Municipal 

Office and scheduled, staffed times at the Municipal Water Tap to limit crowds and reduce the potential spread of COVID-19. 

 

“The best thing we can do is prevent the spread of this potentially deadly virus,” Reeve Shaw explained. “These strategies are 

specific to our local needs and represent real actions we can take to keep more people safe.” 

 

Currently registered Municipal volunteers can easily apply to participate as a volunteer grocery driver. Those who are interested in 

being of service through this program can contact staff for more details by calling 613.337.5731. 
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